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Abstract—The current Austrian electronic mandate system,
which allows citizens to act as representatives for other citizens
or companies in e-Government services, relies on a centralized
deployment approach. Thereby, a trusted central service gen-
erates and issues electronic mandates on the fly for service
providers. The usage of this service is continuously increasing
and high loads can be expected in the near future. In order
to mitigate the associated scalability issues, this service could
be moved into the public cloud. However, a move of a trusted
service into the public cloud brings up new obstacles, especially
with respect to citizens’ privacy. In this paper we propose
two approaches how this move could be successfully realized
by preserving citizens’ privacy and still being compliant to
national law. The main objectives we focus on are minimal
data disclosure to untrusted entities by still keeping the existing
infrastructure nearly untouched. We present both approaches
in detail and evaluate their capabilities with respect to citizens’
privacy protection as well as their practicability and conclude
that both approaches are entirely practical.

I. INTRODUCTION

The current Austrian electronic mandate system relies
on a centralized approach, where a trusted service (MIS)
generates and issues electronic mandates on the fly for e-
Government service providers. Basically, the mandate sys-
tem supports three different use cases: natural-to-natural
person representation, natural-to-legal person representation,
and professional representation of natural persons by specific
occupational groups such as lawyers or notaries. An ex-
ample for applications demanding natural-to-natural person
representation are health services. In health services, the
representation of children by their parents or vice versa
for elderly people is a very popular use case for electronic
mandates. A typical example for natural-to-legal person
representation are tax services. Professional representation
constitutes daily business in legal procedures. Finally, elec-
tronic representation will also play an important role in
cross-border scenarios. The EU LSP project STORK 2.01

is currently dealing with the implementation of a secure
framework enabling electronic representation across EU
countries.

Consequently, use of the MIS is continuously increasing
and high load on this service is to be expected in future.

1https://www.eid-stork2.eu

However, coping with such high loads may not be feasible
with the data center in use. Currently, the electronic mandate
system is operated by a trusted entity (the SourcePIN Regis-
ter Authority - SRA) in its private data center and citizens’
privacy is preserved due to organizational means. Moving
this service into the public cloud would definitely help to
mitigate the expected scalability issue due to elasticity and
scalability provided by the public cloud environment.

To enable such a move of the Austrian mandate system
into the public cloud, we propose two approaches how this
could be successfully realized using cryptographic means
by still preserving citizens’ privacy and being compliant
to national law. Our main objectives are minimal data
disclosure to untrusted entities by still keeping the existing
infrastructure nearly untouched. We thereby assume, as it is
common, that the cloud providers are honest but curious,
meaning that they perform their computing tasks correctly,
but may try to extract as much information as possible.

II. CURRENT AUSTRIAN E-MANDATE SYSTEM

Subsequently, we present the relevant parts of the Austrian
eID concept and the electronic mandate system (cf. [1]).

A. The Austrian eID Concept

The Austrian e-Government strategy is based on a
technology-neutral eID concept for unique identification and
secure authentication of Austrian citizens at online appli-
cations by relying on the citizen card’s qualified signature
functionality. The core component of this concept is the
Austrian citizen card [2], the official eID in Austria. This
technology-neutral concept allows for various implementa-
tions of the citizen card. Implementations based on smart
cards or mobile phones are currently in use. Qualified
signatures created by using the Austrian citizen card are
equivalent to their handwritten pendants according to the
EU Signature Directive. Besides, the Austrian citizen card
also provides public key encryption functionality, i.e., every
citizen possesses a personalized encryption certificate.

The Austrian eID concept applies a sector-specific identi-
fication model. Every Austrian citizen is assigned a unique
identification number (sourcePIN), which is solely stored
on the citizen card and hence under full control of the
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citizen. This sourcePIN is derived from a unique number,
which every Austrian citizen gets assigned during registra-
tion in the central register of residence. The sourcePIN is
wrapped together with other personal attributes (firstname,
lastname, dateofbirth, and signature certificate)
in a special data structure called Identity Link and stored on
the citizen card. To guarantee integrity and authenticity of
the Identity Link, it is digitally signed by the SRA, being a
subdivision of the Austrian data protection commission.

Due to data protection reasons and according to national
law (Austrian e-Government Act), the sourcePIN must not
be used directly for identification at online applications.
Thus, from the sourcePIN another identifier, the so called
sector-specific PIN (ssPIN), is derived for every governmen-
tal sector the application belongs to, e.g., taxes, health, using
a cryptographic hash function H . More precisely, the ssPIN
is computed by hashing the concatenation of the sourcePIN
and a sector specific identifier IDs, where SHA-1 is used to
instantiate H , i.e., ssPIN = H(sourcePIN‖IDs). The newly
derived identifier can then be used for identification at online
applications. This sector-specific derivation ensures citizens’
privacy as the citizen’s sourcePIN cannot be derived from
a given ssPIN and different ssPINs from one citizen cannot
be linked to each other.

B. Components of the Austrian Electronic Mandate System

Another important functionality of the Austrian eID con-
cept is the electronic representation of natural and legal
persons. Electronic representation in Austria is based on
electronic mandates, which are issued on the fly by an
online mandate issuing service (MIS), which is hosted
and operated by the trusted SRA. Figure 1 illustrates the
basic building blocks and the architecture of the Austrian
electronic mandate system. Subsequently, we briefly present
the individual components and their functionality. Further
details on the Austrian mandate system can be found in [3].
Representative (R): The representative is a natural person,

Figure 1. The current Austrian electronic mandate system.

who authenticates via the identity provider and the MIS
at an online service provider (application) as representative
(proxy) for either a natural or legal person.

Mandator (M): The mandator can either be a natural
or legal person, who empowers a natural person to act
as her representative in certain governmental transactions.
The mandator is not shown in Figure 1. The mandator is
only involved actively during mandate registration at the
respective register and not during mandate use.

Application: An e-Government service which requires citi-
zen card authentication.

Identity Provider (IP): The IP acts as middleware for the
application. On the one hand, it manages the authentication
process using the Austrian citizen card and the communica-
tion with the MIS, on the other hand, it provides authentic
citizen and mandate data to the application.

Mandate Issuing Service (MIS): The MIS constitutes a
central service, which is operated by the SRA. Based on the
representative’s identity data received from the IP, the MIS
queries diverse registers for mandate information. Matching
mandate information is returned to the representative, who
can select the desired mandate to be used within the ap-
plication and who signals this to the MIS. Finally, the MIS
creates an electronic mandate, digitally signs it, and transfers
it to the IP.

Natural Person Mandates Register (NPMR): This register
is operated and maintained by the SRA and stores mandate
information of mandates issued by a natural person for an-
other natural person. The creation (registration) of mandates
will be discussed shortly in the next sub-section.

Business Service Registers (BSR): This block actually
comprises a bundle of various registers, which are not
discussed here in detail. Basically, all those registers contain
information on representation of legal persons. Depending
on the type of representation (legally bound or agreed)
or type of legal person (company, association, etc.) the
respective register is queried by the MIS.

SourcePIN Register (SR): The SR is actually no real
register, but it bundles several registers for natural persons,
which contain identity data of every Austrian citizen. Due
to the fact that citizens’ sourcePINs are not allowed to be
stored outside the citizen card, the SR is authorized and
responsible for sourcePIN computation (on the fly) and the
issuance of Identity Links.

C. Functionalities of the Austrian E-Mandate System

In general, the Austrian mandate system has three ba-
sic functionalities: Mandate registration, mandate use, and
auditing of mandate use. Subsequently, we describe these
functionalities and also explain the set up and operation of
the Austrian mandate system (cf. Figure 1).

Setup: The MIS is operated by the SRA, which is considered
as a trusted entity. The MIS has connections to all required
registers (SR, NPMR, and several BSRs). Only governmen-



tal service providers are allowed to query the MIS.

Mandate registration: Mandates can either be bound to
legal regulations or can be agreed. Mandates between natural
persons are usually agreed, hence before becoming opera-
tional some kind of mandate registration has to take place.
In the current system, mandates between natural persons can
be registered via a web application provided by the MIS
and are stored in the NPMR. The registration process for
mandates between natural persons at the MIS is illustrated
in Figure 2. A mandator M, who wants to register an
electronic mandate for another natural person (representative
R), authenticates at the MIS using her Austrian citizen card
(1). During the authentication process, an ssPINM of the
citizen for the NMPR is created (2). After that, she provides
personal details (as many personal details as necessary,
e.g., firstname, lastname, dateofbirth; in the sequel
denoted as attr) for uniquely identifying the representative
R, who should get the power to represent her in online
applications. Additionally, she specifies the strength and type
of empowerment (mandate type) and the validity time

for the mandate (3). To check if the representative really
exists, the SR is queried by the MIS (4), (5). In case of
a match, the ssPINR for the NPMR of the representative
is returned (6). Finally, the mandate information mandM,R
along with ssPINM and ssPINR can be stored in the register
(7). More precisely, the following attributes are contained
in mandM,R: For both M and R: attr, and additionally
mandate type, validity time, and an additional free text
text. The registration for mandates for legal persons is

Figure 2. Registration of agreed mandates between natural persons in the
current Austrian electronic mandate system.

similar to the one for natural persons with the exception that
the mandate includes the sourcePINM of the legal person
instead of the ssPINM. This kind of registration needs only
to be carried out for non-legal bound mandates. We do
not explicitly consider registration of mandates for legal
persons subsequently, since it is straightforward to adapt our
approaches to this scenario.

Mandate use: Figure 3 illustrates the steps of an authen-
tication process using an agreed mandate between natural
persons. We note that in case of mandates for legal persons
the only change is that steps (11) and (12) can be omitted
and a BSR instead of the NPMR is queried (5), (6). In the

following we denote an arbitrary representative with A and
the corresponding mandator with B.

Figure 3. Use of agreed mandates between natural persons in the current
Austrian electronic mandate system.

1) Access as representative: A citizen A wants to access
an e-Government application in representation of another a
natural person B. For identification and authentication A is
forwarded to the IP.

2) Citizen card authentication of representative: The IP
manages the authentication process with A. In a first step,
A provides her Identity Link IA for unique identification.
In a second step, A authenticates by creating a qualified
signature σA stating her willingness to authenticate at the
respective application.

3) Retrieve mandates: Since A wants to act as representative
for B, the IP connects to the MIS in order to query the
NPMR for appropriate mandates. Therefore, the IP transmits
IA and optionally signature certificateA

2 to the MIS.

4) Generate ssPINs: Having received IA including the
unique sourcePINA, the MIS derives a sector-specific PIN
for the NPMR (ssPINA for the sector IDs the NPMR
belongs to) for querying the NPMR and searching for
registered mandates. In case of legal person mandates, to
protect citizen’s privacy and to avoid data linkage between
the various BSRs, the individual BSRs belong to different
governmental sectors. Depending on the governmental sector
IDs the specific register belongs to, a different ssPINA for
each register or sector is calculated accordingly.

5) Search for mandates with ssPIN: The MIS queries the
respective NPMR (or BSRs) for mandates of A using
ssPINA.

6) Return registered mandates: Matching mandates and

2Only required if professional representation and empowerment takes
place, since in Austria, professional representatives are identified by a
special OID within their certificate.



their corresponding identifiers (mandiX,A‖mandIDiX,A)ni=1 are
returned to the MIS.

7) Mandate selection: The MIS presents A all available
mandates mandX,A s.t. (A is the representative for any citizen
X found in the registers).

8) Select mandate: A selects the mandate she wants to use,
say mandate mandB,A to represent B when interacting with
the online application.

9) Get mandate information: Depending on the selected
mandate, the MIS queries the NPMR (or BSRs) for retriev-
ing mandB,A and ssPINB. For accessing the data, again the
ssPINA and mandIDB,A is used.

10) Return mandate information: From the NPMR the MIS
receives all attributes corresponding to mandB,A.

11) Get sourcePIN of mandator: This and the subsequent
step are only carried out if representation of natural persons
takes place. According to the Austrian e-Government Act,
the electronic mandate provided to the application requires
the inclusion of the mandator’s sourcePINB. Since accord-
ing to this act it is also forbidden to store a citizen’s
sourcePIN3 outside her Austrian citizen card, the SR needs
to be queried to retrieve the mandator’s sourcePINB

4. For
querying the mandator’s sourcePINB some personal infor-
mation (firstname, lastname, dateofbirth, ssPINB, and
governmental sector IDs) is used. The sourcePINB will be
included in the electronic mandate given to the application.

12) Return sourcePIN of mandator: sourcePINB of the
mandator B is returned to the MIS.

13) Assemble mandate: After having retrieved all required
information of both the representative A and the mandator B
as well as the particular mandate mandB,A, the MIS assembles
an electronic mandate EmandB,A according to the Austrian
mandate specification [4] and computes a digital signature
σMIS for it. This information includes all personal attributes
and the sourcePINB of the mandator B, location and time

of mandate issuance, and a unique mandate IDmand.

14) Return mandate: EmandB,A and σMIS are finally returned
to the requesting IP.

15) Return user and mandate information: IP verifies
whether σMIS is a valid signature for EmandB,A and as-
sembles a SAML5 assertion (a special XML-based data
structure) to be transferred to the application. This SAML
assertion includes all attributes of EmandB,A.

16) Grant access: The application provides appropriate
services to the representative A (on behalf of B).

3This restriction only holds for natural persons.
4The sourcePINs of citizens are also not stored in the SR but are

computed on the fly.
5Security Assertion Markup Language, http://saml.xml.org

Auditing of mandate use: Both representative A and
mandator B must be able to inspect registered mandates
mandB,A and their usage history. To achieve this require-
ment, the MIS protocols each EmandB,A issuance by logging
mandB,A, timestamp (of issuance), and the receiving IP
using the identifier IDIP of the IP. Citizens are able to inspect
their registered mandates and the mandate usage history via
a web application offered by the MIS.

D. Privacy Relevant Issues

Summarizing, there is a lot of personal data processed
within an authentication process using electronic mandates.
Currently, privacy is not an issue since all sensitive in-
formation concerning mandates are processed by a trusted
entity (SRA), which also operates the MIS and the NPMR.
However, when considering moving this electronic mandate
system into a public cloud, which can be considered as an
untrusted environment (at least from a privacy perspective
we assume the cloud provider as being honest but curious),
then preserving citizen’s privacy becomes essential.

In particular, any personal information of representatives
or mandators must be hidden from a cloud provider to
avoid any undesired identification or (behavioral) tracking
of citizens. For example, the cloud provider must not be
able to find out which mandator has registered mandates for
which representative or which information the mandates do
include. In addition, the cloud provider must not be able
to get information on the use of mandates, such as which
identities (representative or mandator) got authenticated at
an IP using a specific mandate at a specific time.

To avoid some undesired (unique) identification of citizens
or unwanted mandate data disclosure, particularly the fol-
lowing information must be hidden from the cloud provider:
sourcePINs, ssPINs, firstname, lastname, dateofbirth,
signature certificate, and mandX,Y. Especially, the cit-
izens’ sourcePINs must be protected from the cloud provider
for staying compliant with Austrian national law.

Consequently, it is desirable to provide some means of
anonymity with respect to the cloud provider. Furthermore,
other attributes or any other information, although not iden-
tifying (e.g. mandIDX,Y, number of registered mandates, or
frequency of mandate use), may still provide linkability
of a citizen. Hence, it may also be of interest to provide
unlinkability with respect to the cloud provider or to specific
mandates. Furthermore, sensitive citizen data such as ssPINs
or sourcePINs should also be hidden from other users. In the
sequel, let use denote attributes (e.g. firstname, lastname,
or dateofbirth) corresponding to a citizen A by attrA.

III. CRYPTOGRAPHIC BUILDING BLOCKS

In this section we briefly discuss required cryptographic
primitives. Note, that in practice in all discussed schemes
the public key pkA of a user A is bound to the user’s
identity. This is typically realized by the means of digital



certificates within some public key infrastructure (PKI).
Thus, we assume public keys always being publicly available
in an authentic fashion. If an entity A is in possession of a
encryption (PKE) and signature (DSS) key pair, we denote
them by (skA, pkA) and (sk′A, pk

′
A) respectively. Moreover,

we assume that if bitstrings a and b are concatenated a‖b,
this happens in a way such that all individual components
are uniquely recoverable. In case of authenticated encryption
in the public key setting, we typically apply the generic
sign-then-encrypt strategy, but sometimes need to rely on
the generic encrypt-then-sign strategy [5].

A. Digital Signatures
A digital signature scheme (DSS) is a triple (K,S,V)

of poly-time algorithms, whereas K is a probabilistic key
generation algorithm that takes a security parameter κ
and outputs a private and public key pair (sk, pk). The
probabilistic signing algorithm S takes as input a message
M ∈ {0, 1}∗ and a private key sk, and outputs a signature
σ. The verification algorithm V takes as input a signature σ,
a message M ∈ {0, 1}∗ and a public key pk, and outputs
a single bit b ∈ {true, false} indicating whether σ is a
valid signature for M . Furthermore, we require the DSS to
be correct, i.e., for all (sk, pk) ∈ K(κ) and all M ∈ {0, 1}∗
we have V(S(M, sk),M, pk) = true. A DSS is secure,
if it is existentially unforgeable under adaptively chosen-
message attacks (UF-CMA). We note that in practice one
typically employs the hash-then-sign paradigm, i.e., instead
of inputting M into S and V , one inputs H(M) where H
is a suitable cryptographic hash function.

B. (Public Key) Encryption
A public key encryption (PKE) scheme is a triple

(K, E ,D) of poly-time algorithms, whereas K is a proba-
bilistic key generation algorithm that takes a security param-
eter κ and outputs a private and public key pair (sk, pk). The
probabilistic encryption algorithm E takes as input a public
key pk and a message M ∈ {0, 1}∗ and returns a ciphertext
c = E(pk,M). The decryption algorithm D takes as input
a private key sk and a ciphertext c and returns a message
M = D(sk, c) or ⊥ in the case of failure. We require a
PKE scheme to be indistinguishable under chosen plaintext
attacks (IND-CPA). Abstractly, we can define private key
(or symmetric) encryption schemes analogously, whereas K
only generates a single key K which is used as input to the
encryption and decryption algorithms. For the security of
a private key encryption scheme we also require IND-CPA
security. Note that when we speak of applying PKE to a
larger message M , then we implicitly mean applying hybrid
encryption, i.e., choosing a random K and sending/storing
the tuple (c1 = E(K, pk), c2 = E ′(M,K)).

C. Proxy Re-Encryption
An unidirectional single-use proxy re-encryption (US-

PRE) scheme allows a semi-trusted proxy to transform a

message encrypted under the key of party A into another
ciphertext, containing the initial plaintext, such that another
party B can decrypt the ciphertext with its key. The proxy
neither gets access to the plaintext nor the decryption keys.
The proxy can only transform in one direction and one
ciphertext can be transformed only once. Therefore, one
may either use suitable identity-based [6] or traditional [7]
single-use proxy re-encryption schemes. An US-PRE is a
tuple (S,K,RK, ER,RE ,DR) of poly-time algorithms. The
algorithm S runs a setup and produces system parameters
params. K is a probabilistic key generation algorithm that
takes a security parameter κ and outputs a private and
public key pair (rski, rpki). The re-encryption key generation
algorithm RK takes as input a private key rski and another
public key rpkj and outputs a re-encryption key rki→j. The
probabilistic encryption algorithm ER gets a public key
rpki and a plaintext M and outputs ci = ER(rpki,M).
The (probabilistic) re-encryption algorithm gets as input a
ciphertext ci under rpki and a re-encryption key rki→j and
outputs a re-encrypted ciphertext cj = RE(rki→j , ci) for
rpkj. The decryption algorithm DR takes private key rskj
and a ciphertext cj and outputs M = DR(rskj, cj) or an
error ⊥. Here, we require indistinguishability under chosen
ciphertext attacks (IND-CCA).

IV. PORTING THE AUSTRIAN ELECTRONIC MANDATE
SYSTEM TO THE PUBLIC CLOUD

The current Austrian electronic mandate system relies on
a centralized approach and is operated by a trusted service
(MIS), thus citizens’ privacy is preserved by organizational
means. The MIS is currently hosted in a trusted conventional
computing center of the SRA. Moving this service into the
public cloud considerably improves the scalability of this
system. However, such a move brings up new obstacles,
especially with respect to citizens’ privacy. Even when
assuming the MIS in the cloud works correctly, it still has to
be assured that the cloud provider does not leak any sensitive
information. Nevertheless, an electronic mandate service in
the cloud must still work compliant to the general Austrian
eID concept and its underlying national law.

In order to make a migration of the Austrian electronic
mandate system into the public cloud possible, we propose
two different approaches. Both approaches provide the same
functionality as the current system, but benefit from the
scalability of cloud computing while still preserving the
citizens’ privacy. The first approach proposes a move of the
MIS into the cloud while keeping the individual registers in a
trusted environment. In the second approach also the NPMR
and other BSRs are moved into the cloud and only the SRA
remains as a trusted entity. For both approaches we assume
private and authentic channels for data transfer between
the individual entities, e.g., by means of SSL/TLS, and
an adequate session management at the individual entities.
Note, that this does not provide end-to-end security, since the



MIS as a gateway may act as a ”person in the middle”. Thus,
we always employ authenticated public key encryption, i.e.
the sign-then-encrypt or the encrypt-then-sign paradigm if
the former is not applicable. Furthermore, we assume that
when users directly communicate with the MIS anonymous
communication channels such as Tor6 are used.

A. Approach 1: Porting the MIS into the Public Cloud

In this approach, only the MIS is ported into the public
cloud. The individual registers (NPMR, BSRs, and SR)
are still operated within a trusted environment. We further
assume that the NPMR is hosted by another trusted entity
and not by the SRA to distribute responsibilities. We thereby
focus on the use case of agreed mandates between natural
persons as in this case most sensitive information is pro-
cessed. Use cases involving representation of legal persons
can be easily adopted.

Setup: SRA generates a PKE and DSS key pair
(skSRA, pkSRA) and (sk′SRA, pk

′
SRA) respectively. In addition,

PKE and DSS key pairs for the NPMR and the respective
IPs are created, resulting in the key pairs (skNPMR, pkNPMR)
and (sk′NPMR, pk

′
NPMR), and (skIPi , pkIPi) and (sk′IPi

, pk′IPi
).

Mandate registration: Loosely spoken, the easiest possibil-
ity to achieve secure mandate registration would be the move
of the mandate registration application and process from the
MIS to a trusted entity such as the NPMR. Nevertheless, in
the following we keep the registration process at the MIS,
which resides in the cloud now, and describe how this could
be achieved securely and with minimum data disclosure.

The current citizen card authentication process is replaced
by a simplified authentication process using the citizen
card and a standardized challenge-response authentication
protocol based on digital signatures to avoid sourcePIN
disclosure to the MIS during authentication (as required
in the current mandate registration process). The mandator
B calculates her ssPINB locally. She forms attrB and
additionally adds the attribute data attrA of representative
A, specifies mandate information mandate type,
validity time, and text, and builds mandB,A. Then
B computes two signatures σB = S(sk′B, attrA)
and σ′B = S(sk′B, mandB,A‖ssPINB‖attrB‖attrA).
To ensure confidentiality, mandator B computes
cSRA = E(pkSRA, σB‖attrA) for the SRA and computes
cNPMR = E(pkNPMR, σ

′
B‖mandB,A‖ssPINB‖attrB‖attrA)

for the NPMR and transmits both results to the MIS.
The MIS forwards cSRA to the SRA. The SRA
decrypts the data and verifies the signature σB . If
this succeeds, SRA generates ssPINA and computes
the signature σSRA = S(sk′SRA, attrA‖ssPINA).
Finally, the SRA encrypts (attrA‖ssPINA) to produce
c′NPMR = E(pkNPMR, σSRA‖attrA‖ssPINA). The so

6https://www.torproject.org/

obtained values (cNPMR, c
′
NPMR) are transmitted through

the MIS to the NPMR. The NPMR decrypts cNPMR and
c′NPMR, verifies the signatures σSRA and σ′B , and stores
the mandate information mandB,A, ssPINB, ssPINA, attrB,
and attrA into its register.

Mandate use: We describe only process steps that need to
be adapted for cloud migration and discuss two possibilities,
one relying on PKE only and one using US-PRE.

1) Access as representative: Same as in current situation.

2) Citizen card authentication of representative: Same as
in current situation.

3) Retrieve mandates: The IP requests the representative A
to specify whether she wants to represent a natural or legal
person. Based on this information, the IP calculates the
appropriate ssPINA for the respective register (e.g. ssPINA

for the NPMR). Because of that, the representative’s
sourcePINA does not need to be disclosed to the MIS for
calculation of ssPINA as in the traditional setting. To ensure
authenticity, personal attributes attrA and ssPINA will
be signed by the user during authentication7. Therefore,
signature σA = S(sk′A, attrA‖ssPINA‖IDIP) is created. The
signature additionally includes an identifier IDIP of the IP.
These data are encrypted by the IP for the NPMR resulting
in cNPMR = E(pkNPMR, σA‖attrA‖ssPINA‖IDIP) and
cNPMR is transmitted to the NPMR via the MIS.

4) Generate ssPINs: Not required.

5) Search for mandates with ssPIN: The MIS transmits the
data packet received from the IP to the NPMR. The NPMR
decrypts the packet, verifies σA, and searches for stored
mandates based on the extracted representative’s ssPINA.

6) Return registered mandates: To avoid any information
disclosure of available mandates to the MIS, the NPMR
signs (resulting in σNPMR) and encrypts all available
mandate information mandB,A using pkA

8 resulting in
cA = E(pkA, σNPMR‖ni=1{mandiB,A‖mandIDiB,A}), with
mandIDB,A being an identifier for a specific mandate. This
information is sent through the MIS to the user A.

7) Mandate selection: The user decrypts all available
mandate selection information for presentation by using
skA and verifies the signature using pk′NPMR.

8) Select mandate: The user selects the desired mandate
mandB,A and further extracts attrB. After that, she signs
and encrypts the corresponding mandIDB,A and attrB
for the NPMR using sk′A and pkNPMR respectively.
Then, A transmits to the MIS the resulting signatures
σ′A = S(sk′A, mandIDB,A), σ′′A = S(sk′A, attrB), and
ciphertext c′NPMR = E(pkNPMR, mandIDB,A‖attrB‖σ′A‖σ′′A ).

7No changes in the process flow of Step 2 are required
8The citizen’s encryption certificate pkA is publicly available.



9) Get mandate information: For retrieving the desired
mandate from the NPMR, c′NPMR is transmitted to the
NPMR by the MIS.

10) Return mandate information: The NPMR decrypts
c′NPMR to obtain mandIDA,B, verifies the signature σ′A, and
fetches the corresponding mandB,A Then, attrB, σ′′A together
with ssPINB and IDs are encrypted using pkSRA and resulting
in cSRA = E(pkSRA, σ′′A‖attrB‖ssPINB‖IDs). mandB,A is
encrypted using pkIP resulting in cIP = E(pkIP, mandB,A).
The concatenation of both results is signed by the NPMR
to obtain σ′NPMR = S(sk′NPMR, cSRA‖cIP ‖IDIP) and the
data (σ′NPMR, cSRA, cIP , IDIP) is sent to the MIS, which
forwards it to the SRA.

11) Get sourcePIN of mandator: To retrieve the sourcePINB

of the mandator B, the SRA verifies the signature σ′NPMR,
decrypts cSRA, verifies σ′′A, and uses the extracted values
attrB, ssPINB, and IDs to generate the sourcePINB.

12) Return sourcePIN of mandator: The sourcePINB

of the mandator is encrypted for the IP, i.e., the
ciphertext c′IP = E(pkIP, sourcePINB) is computed,
then a signature σSRA = S(sk′SRA, cIP ‖c′IP ) is produced
and (σSRA, cIP , c

′
IP ) is transmitted to the MIS.

13) Assemble mandate: MIS does nothing and in the next
step sends (σSRA, cIP , c

′
IP ) to the IP.

14) Return mandate: Same as in current situation. However,
the data to be returned is encrypted for the IP.

15) Return user and mandate information: The IP verifies
σSRA, decrypts the received data using skIP, and packages
the SAML assertion to be transmitted to the application.

16) Grant access: Same as in current situation.

Using proxy re-encryption: In the presented approach,
the key management may be too cumbersome. In order
to reduce the efforts for key management, we propose an
alternative based on proxy re-encryption. In this setting,
SRA runs S of the US-PRE scheme and produces key
pairs (rpkSRA, rskSRA) and (rpkMIS, rskMIS). Every identity
provider IPi then needs to register at the SRA and
obtains a key pair (rpkIPi , rskIPi) and the SRA computes
a re-encryption key rkMIS→IPi , which is given to the MIS.
Furthermore, it produces (rpkNPMR, rskNPMR), which is
given to the NPMR, and a re-encryption key rkMIS→NPMR,
which is given to MIS. Finally, it produces rkMIS→SRA

also for the MIS. Now, all involved instances always use
the public key rpkMIS of the MIS (where the MIS has no
access to the corresponding private key rskMIS) to encrypt
messages when sent to the SRA, NPMR, or any of the
IPs. Consequently, the MIS performs the re-encryption
and the other involved entities do not need to manage the
respective public keys (as required above). This simplifies
the key management considerably. Note that in this setting

one needs to assume that the MIS neither cooperates with
the NPMR nor with any of the IPs, which is, however, a
reasonable assumption.

Auditing of mandate use: The auditing process can be
carried out in two different ways:

1. The audit web application is operated by the individual
register, such as the NPMR. During the process of mandate
use, equally to the current system the NPMR logs mandB,A,
timestamp, and IDIP.

2. In this case, the audit web application is operated by
the MIS. Logging of mandate use is still carried out by the
NPMR. To avoid any disclosure of mandate use information
to the MIS, at every audit request the NPMR signs and
encrypts the log data for the respective citizen A or B.

B. Approach 2: Porting the MIS and Natural as well as
Legal Person Mandates Registers into the Public Cloud

In this second approach we assume the MIS and the
individual registers (NPMR, BSRs) to be operated in the
public cloud. The SR is still being operated in a trusted
environment (SRA). We further assume that the MIS and
the individual registers are operated by different public
cloud providers. Such a ”cloud of clouds” approach is
advantageous compared to a single operational model, where
all registers and the MIS are operated by the same cloud
provider. On the one hand, the sector-specific and privacy
preserving identification model used in the current eID and
mandate infrastructure can be kept as the clouds operating
the individual registers can still belong to different sectors.
On the other hand, distribution of data across several public
cloud providers reduces the amount of data available to
a single provider, as long the providers do not cooperate.
However, moving both the MIS and the individual registers
into the public allows for full utilization of the scalability
benefits of public clouds.

In the following we again focus on the use case of agreed
mandates between natural persons. Use cases involving
representation of legal persons can be easily adopted.

Setup: In this approach, we prefer US-PRE over PKE
because of its lower complexity in key management. Again,
every IPi needs to register at the SRA. The SRA issues
appropriate key pairs for the individual entities resulting
in the following generated key pairs: (rpkSRA, rskSRA),
(rpkMIS, rskMIS), (rpkNPMR, rskNPMR), (rpkIPi , rskIPi), the re-
encryption keys rkMIS→SRA, rkMIS→NPMR, rkMIS→IPi as well
as the signature keys (sk′SRA, pk

′
SRA), (sk

′
NPMR, pk

′
NPMR).

Mandate registration: Similar to approach 1, mandate reg-
istration can be moved from the MIS to a trusted entity such
as the SRA in its simplest form. However, again we focus
on the case where registration is carried out via the MIS in
the cloud. Thereby, the MIS should not be able to inspect
any sensitive information. For authentication at the MIS, we
exchange the current citizen card authentication process with



a simplified authentication process using the citizen card and
a standardized challenge-response authentication protocol
based on digital signatures to avoid sourcePIN disclosure
to the MIS. To achieve secure mandate registration via the
MIS by having all registers operated in the cloud, the SRA
as remaining trusted entity plays a key role. All necessary
information must be transferred to the SRA, which finally
stores the mandate information encrypted in the individual
registers. In detail, mandate registration works as follows:

First, mandator B calculates her ssPINB locally.
Afterwards, mandator B encrypts mand′B,A =
(mandate type‖validity time‖text)9 for herself
and the same data set for the intended representative
A using the citizen card encryption keys pkB and pkA.
We denote the encrypted results cA = E(pkA, mand′B,A)
and cB = E(pkB, mand′B,A). To provide authenticity of
mandates (they are stored in an untrusted environment),
mandator B produces σB = S(sk′B, mand′B,A). Furthermore,
to prove to the SRA that the mandate registration
request has been issued by mandator B, mandator B
produces σ′B = S(sk′B, cA‖cB‖σB‖attrA‖attrB‖ssPINB).
To ensure confidentiality, B computes cMIS =
ER(rpkMIS, σB‖σ′B‖cA‖cB‖attrA‖attrB‖ssPINB)
encrypted for the MIS. Finally, the MIS applies proxy re-
encryption and computes cSRA = RE(rkMIS→SRA, cMIS),
which is transmitted to the SRA.

The SRA decrypts cSRA using rskSRA, verifies σ′B using
pk′B, and extracts attrA. By the help of attrA, the SRA
calculates the corresponding ssPINA of representative A.
Furthermore, SRA calculates c′A = E(pkA, attrA‖attrB),
c′B = E(pkB, attrB‖attrA), computes σSRA =
S(sk′SRA, cA‖cB‖c′A‖c′B), and includes the result in the
encryption c′MIS = ER(rpkMIS, σSRA‖cA‖cB‖c′A‖c′B). The
result c′MIS is again transmitted to the MIS to be re-
encrypted using key rkMIS→NPMR. The NPMR decrypts the
result using skNPMR, verifies the signature σSRA and stores
the mandate information in its encrypted form denoted
as mandB,A,enc = (cA, cB , c

′
A, c
′
B) indexed by ssPINB and

ssPINA and mandIDB,A in its register.

Mandate use: Subsequently, we describe the process steps,
which had to be adapted for this approach only.

1) Access as representative: Same as in current situation.

2) Citizen card authentication of representative: Same as in
current situation.

3) Retrieve mandates: Same as in approach 1.

4) Generate ssPINs: Not required.

5) Search for mandates with ssPIN: Same as in approach 1.

6) Return registered mandates: Compared to approach 1, in

9Note, that mand′B,A is not yet complete, since the values attrB and
attrA are still missing to form a fully specified mandate mandB,A.

this step no further encryption of the NPMR is required. The
NPMR returns all available mandates mandB,A,enc encrypted
for A and their corresponding mandIDB,A.

7) Mandate selection: The user decrypts all available man-
date selection information for presentation by using skA of
her citizen card.

8) Select mandate: This step is similar to approach 1. How-
ever, representative A only encrypts the selected mandIDB,A
for the MIS but does not sign it to further avoid un-
wanted identification by the NPMR. The encryption result
is cMIS = ER(rpkMIS, mandIDB,A)

10. Additionally, represen-
tative A has to extract attrB from the selected mandate
mandB,A, signs and encrypts attrB for the MIS resulting in
σA = S(sk′A, attrB) and c′MIS = ER(rpkMIS, σA‖attrB).
The tuple (cMIS , c

′
MIS) is transferred to the MIS.

9) Get mandate information: Same as in approach 1.
Additionally, cMIS is re-encrypted by the MIS using
rpkMIS→NPMR and transmitted back to NPMR.

10) Return mandate information: First, the NPMR en-
crypts ssPINB and IDs for the MIS resulting in c′′MIS =
ER(rpkMIS, ssPINB‖IDS) to be returned to the MIS. Sec-
ond, the encrypted mandate mandB,A,enc is returned to
representative A. Afterwards, representative A takes the
selected encrypted mandate mandB,A,enc, decrypts it us-
ing key skA, signs and encrypts the information for the
MIS resulting in σ′A = S(sk′A, mandB,A) and c′′′MIS =
ER(rpkMIS, σ

′
A‖mandB,A). c′′′MIS is transmitted to the MIS

by representative A.

11) Get sourcePIN of mandator: The MIS re-encrypts c′MIS

and c′′MIS using rpkMIS→SRA and forwards the results cSRA

(based on c′MIS) and c′SRA (based on c′′MIS) to the SRA.

12) Return sourcePIN of mandator: The SRA decrypts
cSRA and c′SRA using key rskSRA, verifies σA, and extracts
attrB, ssPINB, and IDs, and retrieves the sourcePINB of
mandator B. Finally, the SRA encrypts sourcePINB for the
MIS c′′′′MIS = ER(rpkMIS, sourcePINB).

13) Assemble mandate: The MIS re-encrypts (c′′′MIS , c
′′′′
MIS)

using rpkMIS→IP resulting in (cIP , c
′
IP ) and produces

signature σMIS = S(sk′MIS, cIP ‖c′IP ). The result
(σMIS , cIP , c

′
IP ) is transmitted to the IP.

14) Return mandate: Same as in current situation.

15) Return user and mandate information: The IP verifies
σMIS , decrypts the received data using skIP, further verifies
the extracted signature σ′A, and packages the SAML asser-
tion to be transmitted to the application.

16) Grant access: Same as in current situation.

Auditing of mandate use: Auditing of mandate use can

10We are aware of the fact that the MIS could guess valid mandIDB,A.
However, returned responses of the NPMR are of no use.



be carried out via the MIS. To achieve this, in step 8 the
representative A has to encrypt timestamp and IDIP using
the keys pkA and pkB to be further logged together with
mandIDB,A,enc by the MIS. The log information will be stored
in step 14. We are, however, aware that this form of audit
process requires assuming the user acting honestly.

V. EVALUATION

Subsequently, we evaluate our two proposed approaches.

A. Security and Privacy Discussion

In this section we give a security and privacy discussion
on the involved cloud components (MIS and NPMR) for
both proposed cloud approaches. In particular, we illustrate
which kind of sensitive information (e.g. sourcePIN, etc.) is
disclosed to untrusted parties and which data remains hid-
den. We thereby refer to Section II-D, where privacy relevant
issues and sensitive data of the mandator or representative
have been identified. Table I summarizes the subsequent
evaluation and the data, which may be disclosed to the
individual cloud component (highlighted in gray) in the
different mandate processes. We omit discussion of trusted
entities such as the SRA or the NPMR (in approach 1).

1) MIS:
Mandate registration: Compared to the current sys-

tem, in both cloud approaches the MIS is able to see
signature certificateB of mandator B during authenti-
cation. While this uniquely identifies the mandator B to the
MIS, no other sensitive information is disclosed. In fact, the
MIS only gets to know that mandator B is registering an
electronic mandate. However, the number of authentications
may allow to infer the number of registered mandates.

Mandate use: In both cloud-based approaches no user
identifying information or any other mandate data are visible
to the MIS. Besides, there is an additional side channel in
approach 2. Since all mandIDB,A of all available mandates
are returned in Step 6, this discloses information about the
number of available mandates to the MIS.

Auditing of mandate use: In approach 1, auditing is
carried out by the NPMR, hence no information on that is
received by the MIS. In approach 2, auditing is again carried
out via the MIS. Although the information is encrypted, the
MIS may gain information on the frequency of mandate use.

2) NPMR:
Mandate registration: During registration, in the cur-

rent situation and approach 1 the following data is stored
in the respective register (NPMR): ssPINA, ssPINB, attrA,
attrB, mandB,A, mandIDB,A. In contrast to that, in approach
2 main mandate data is stored in encrypted fashion. Never-
theless, ssPINA and ssPINB need to be visible because both
identifiers are used to link the encrypted mandate data to
the corresponding mandator B and representative A. Due to
that fact, both mandators and representatives might get their
identity disclosed if the NPMR cooperates with an untrusted

service, which also uses ssPINs of the same governmental
sector IDs for citizen identification.

Mandate use: There is no difference on visible data for
the current approach and approach 1. This is not a real issue
since in both approaches the NPMR is operated by a trusted
entity. In approach 2, again ssPINA and ssPINB need to be
visible to find corresponding mandate information.

Auditing of mandate use: Compared to the current
approach, in approach 1 the NPMR needs to store more
auditing data (timestamp and IDIP ) to avoid any data
disclosure to the MIS. However, the NPMR is still operated
in a trusted environment in both approaches. In approach 2,
again the NPMR sees only ssPINA and ssPINB.

3) Anonymity: In approach 1, the MIS is the only entity
we are concerned with. We hereby achieve anonymity with
respect to the MIS during mandate use. Same holds in
approach 2 for the MIS and the NPMR.

4) Unlinkability: Unlinkability can be achieved in both
approaches with respect to the MIS. In approach 2 we clearly
have linkability at the NPMR, but the NMPR can only link
pseudonyms (ssPINs) and thus cannot identify citizens.

B. Practicability Discussion

In this section we discuss our approaches based on
selected criteria relating to practicability.

1) Re-Use of Existing Infrastructure: One criterion we
focused on when having designed our cloud approaches was
to keep as much as of the existing infrastructure unaltered or
unchanged. In the two cloud approaches, the sector-specific
identification model can still be re-used. Additionally, no
new national eIDs need to be rolled out as no changes on
existing Austrian citizen card implementations are required.
The existing citizen cards are already capable of required
signing and encryption functionality. Of course, slight mod-
ifications for supporting additional cryptographic function-
ality at the involved components (SRA, MIS, NPMR, IP, or
even the user client) may be required. However, the benefits
of having a fully scalable nationwide mandate service in the
cloud outweighs these minor drawbacks.

2) Conformance to Current Process Flow: In addition to
the first aspect we took care on staying conform with the
current process flow. For both cloud approaches no changes
in the communication and authentication protocol flow are
necessary. This further implies, that only minor alterations
at the individual components may be required.

3) Scalability: The main objective of our work was to
design a scalable mandate service as increased and high
usage can be expected in future. This objective was mainly
fulfilled by moving important components, where high load
can be expected, such as the MIS or the NPMR into the
public cloud. However, load bottlenecks may still be possible
at the SRA. A move of the SRA into a private cloud may
reduce these scalability issues.



Table I
COMPARISON OF SENSITIVE DATA DISCLOSURE BETWEEN THE INDIVIDUAL APPROACHES.

Entity Approach Assets
Mandate registration Mandate use Auditing of mandate use

SRA
Current ssPINA, attrA attrB, ssPINB, IDs, sourcePINB ×
Approach 1 ssPINA, attrA,

signature certificateB

attrB, ssPINB, IDs, sourcePINB,
IDIP

a
×

Approach 2 ssPINA, ssPINB, attrA, attrB,
signature certificateB

attrB, ssPINB, IDs, sourcePINB ×

MIS
Current sourcePINB, ssPINA, ssPINB, IDs,

attrA, attrB, mandB,A
ssPINA, ssPINB, attrA, attrB,
mandB,A

#mandB,A, #use, IDIP

Approach 1 signature certificateB,#mandB,A × ×
Approach 2 signature certificateB,#mandB,A #mandB,A #use

NPMR
Current ssPINA, ssPINB, attrA, attrB,

mandB,A, mandIDB,A
ssPINA, ssPINB, attrA, attrB,
mandB,A, #mandB,A

ssPINA, ssPINB, attrA, attrB, mandB,A,
#mandB,A

Approach 1 ssPINA, ssPINB, attrA, attrB,
mandB,A, mandIDB,A

ssPINA, ssPINB, attrA, attrB,
mandB,A, mandIDB,A, #mandB,A

ssPINA, ssPINB, attrA, attrB, mandB,A,
#mandB,A, timestamp, IDIP

Approach 2 ssPINA, ssPINB ssPINA, ssPINB ssPINA, ssPINB

aIDIP is only visible to SRA when using PKE and not US-PRE.

4) Governance Structure: The Austrian eID system relies
on a well-established and approved governance structure. To
support the two described cloud approaches, the governance
structure of the SRA needs to be extended. In particular,
in both cloud approaches the SRA will be responsible for
managing and issuing appropriate encryption keys based on
a public key infrastructure (PKI) to the individual compo-
nents. In general, key management is more straightforward
when using proxy re-encryption than conventional PKE.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we presented the status quo of the Austrian
electronic mandate system and moreover two approaches
on how this system can be ported to the public cloud in a
privacy preserving way. The move into the public cloud con-
siderably improves its scalability. We have presented both
approaches in detail and evaluated their capabilities with
respect to citizens’ privacy protection and their practicability.

Although it can be concluded that the privacy protection
provided by both approaches is reasonable for a practical
application, we have identified two interesting aspects for
future work. The first issue is that citizens authenticate to
the MIS in both approaches in a way that allows unique
identification of the respective citizen (by using the citizens’
signing certificate). An interesting extension would be to
allow citizens to perform anonymous authentication at the
MIS, for instance by using (separable) ring signatures [8] or
group signatures [9]. The second issue is that in the second
proposed approach the registers, i.e., the NPMR, although
having no access to the mandate information since they
are encrypted, the register sees the ssPINs of mandator and
representative. Since those ssPINs may also be used by other
applications of the same governmental sector, the register
may be able to identify the respective citizens. In order to
mitigate this problem it would be interesting to investigate
applicability of public key encryption with keyword search
(PEKS) [10] and related approaches, which allows citizens

to encrypt the ssPINs and providing trapdoor information to
the register which allows searching in the database without
getting to know the ssPINs in clear.
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